Low incidence of molecular evidence for tumour in PBPC harvests from patients with high risk Ewing tumours.
Reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) was applied to evaluate the frequency of tumour cells in PBPC products from 15 high risk Ewing tumour (ET) patients who were treated according to EICESS 92 with high-dose chemotherapy (HDC) and stem cell rescue. Initial tumour cell contamination of the bone marrow (BM) detected by light microscopy was found in five and by RT-PCR in eight cases. RT-PCR was performed on each PBPC sample repeatedly at a sensitivity comparable to 20-100 highly EWS-Fli1 expressing tumour cells per 10 ml of fresh blood. Irrespective of the extent of BM involvement at diagnosis, all BM samples obtained before harvest were RT-PCR negative. Among 12 of 35 analysed apheresis products with single positive RT-PCR results only one sample tested reproducibly positive for tumour cell contamination in independent determinations. These preliminary data suggest that tumour cell contamination of PBPC is rarely found in patients with ET.